Pearson VUE: A trusted partner in
validating skills and experience
Pearson VUE partnered with the Department
of Defense more than a decade ago to build a
network of on-base testing centers that deliver
high-stakes, professional certification exams to
the US military community.
In the years that followed, our work with the
federal government has expanded to include the
Defense Security Service, Department of State,
United States Defense Intelligence and other
government agencies.
With the most experienced staff of PhD
psychometricians, Pearson VUE provides a suite
of exam development and certification program
services. In addition, we support commercialoff-the-shelf (COTS) and customized program
solutions.
Pearson VUE has undergone rigorous security
scrutiny and validation to comply with the Federal
Information Security Management Act (FISMA). We
continue to comply with FISMA requirements and
to receive the government’s Authority to Operate
in order to work with federal customers.
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Christopher Bloor:
Phone: 866 377 9837
Christopher.Bloor@Pearson.com
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Training
materials,
certification
vouchers
& asset
management
systems for the

US military

Credentialing plays a key role in government initiatives. From certifying cybersecurity
capabilities at military training facilities to validating the extensive training and
experience that Service members receive for a broad range of military duties, Pearson
VUE is the U.S. government’s leading provider of certification and licensure testing.

Digital Learning Asset Management system benefits

Full-service learning and certification testing—with streamlined procurement and
asset management tools.
Developed specifically for those responsible for training US Service members, federal government employees
and contractors, Pearson VUE brings together learning products, exam vouchers and robust digital inventory
tracking and budget management tools in a single, comprehensive offering.

Allow individuals
to test conveniently
on site at your
installation

Single source for
purchasing learning
materials, exam
preparation tools and
certification exam
vouchers

Assign, deliver
and track usage
of vouchers

Forecast and
manage inventory
and budget
in real time

Flexible
financial management
– Purchase learning
products when ready
and as needs change,
budget dollars can be
reallocated

Assign and
execute a learning
pathway with preconditioned, rulebased distribution

Unsurpassed multi-modal learning products. Because individuals learn in different ways, Pearson VUE
works with the world’s most respected publishers to bring you a diverse collection of technology learning
materials:
•
•
•
•

Instructor-led training resources
Self study
Online courseware
Virtual labs

• eBooks
• Practice tests
• Flash cards and a host of other products

Certification exam vouchers from leading cybersecurity and productivity programs like Microsoft,
CompTIA, LPI, Adobe, Cisco and VMware are available from Pearson VUE. Whether students’ focus is
cybersecurity, networking, cloud computing or development, these high-stakes exams validate the skills
and knowledge required to perform at the highest levels.

Inventory and budget information in real-time provides more agile and effective forecasting
and resource allocation. Assign, deliver and track usage of all your digital learning assets including
certification vouchers and practice exams. Based on expiration dates or candidate preparedness,
the solution allows administrators to redistribute unused assets to other students.
Pre-conditioned, rule-based distribution lets you approve, assign and execute a learning pathway
for Service members pursuing certification. When a student achieves a preassigned score on a
practice test and shows readiness to sit for an exam, the system can automatically send a voucher
with instructions on how to schedule the exam.
Flexible financial management allows you to purchase learning products and exam vouchers
on your schedule and as requirements change, with the added ability to reallocate funds across
product lines if necessary.

Featured publishers
•

Cisco Press

•

Microsoft Press

•

uCertify

•

Logical Operations

•

Pearson

•

VMware Press

•

McGraw-Hill

•

Practice-IT

•

Wiley

•

MeasureUp

•

Transcender

